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MOTT’S CLAMATO is looking for the tastiest
Caesar recipes from across Canada until April 5
in a national contest. Visit www.bestcaesarin
town.com for more details. Metro Toronto News Services
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FOOD

FOR A PIZZA party, slice and dice the toppings
and store in separate bowls before everyone arrives. Buy store-bought dough and get your
Metro Toronto News Services
guests to help roll it out.

Exotic edibles on offer
Wine And Cheese Show
kicks off this weekend

Want to know where you can drink
and eat this weekend for less than
the cost of a pack of 24? The Toronto Wine And Cheese Show, which
starts tomorrow and features more
than 100 exhibitors, is inviting the
city to sample the finest wines and
cheeses the world has to offer.

about the show
◗ The Toronto Wine And Cheese
Show runs March 23-25 at the International Centre in Mississauga. Tickets are $18; sampling tickets are $1.

IVANHOE CHEESE PHOTOS

By CHLOE TEJADA
for Metro Toronto

One of the exhibitors is a two- Currant Wild Blueberry and Cranyear-old company called Black Fly, berry Blueberry.
Siskind-Kelly says what that
a micro-distillery in London, Ont.,
which is owned by husband and makes Black Fly unique is the taste
wife Rob Kelly and Cathy Siskind- of real berries, despite its low-sugar
content. “People who don’t usually
Kelly.
drink coolers like this,”
The company makes vodka
she says.
coolers and gets its name
Along with being
from the notorious insect
able to taste some of
known to terrorize cotthe finest wines from
tagers up north. “We
Chile,
New
thought we’d give the
Zealand,
South
black fly a good name,”
Africa, Italy and
says Siskind-Kelly,
Canada — and the
who says they named
chance to win a
the drink after the bug
trip to France —
because it leaves a
attendees will be
lasting bite despite its
able to learn how
size. The Kellys will be
to pair, present
at the show handing JACKIE NOBLE PHOTO
and store cheese.
out samples of Black

Attendees will get to taste Ivanhoe cheeses, above, and Black Fly coolers.

Ivanhoe Cheese, which was
founded in Canada in 1870, will be
at the show handing out samples of
four of their most exotic cheeses.
Another food making an appearance will sweeten the palate.
“Chocolate is one of the hidden secrets that go beautifully with

wine,” says Marti Milks, Wine And
Cheese Show manager. Five chocolate companies, including Hershey,
will also be handing out goodies.
But if you’re still wondering
about that case of 24, don’t worry:
Milks says there will be “mighty
fine beers.”

Jindalee Shiraz, Santa Carolina among readers’ favourite picks uncorked
best bottles

you were excited over this
discovery.
Jindalee Shiraz also got
lots of votes, “went well
with homeburgers, the bottle was empty before we
knew it.” No mention if
they had a backup!
The other red that many
enjoyed was Pasqua Primitivo and some were “delighted in general with the Italian reds”— which has
prompted me to offer one
more as this week’s pick.
Corvina is one of the
grapes used to produce
Valpolicella and now the
Pasqua winery is giving it a
solo life. You’ll find it to be
quite yummy but still vi-

brant in the Italian style.
The feeling is modern —
you might say it’s both nice
and rustic. Good with anything. The screw-cap reflects what’s in the bottle.
P.S. Korae is the Greek
word for crow. Drink crow
— beats eating it!
Billy Munnelly is author, wine critic and
publisher of Billy’s Best Bottles Wineletter
and Billy’s Best Wines For 2007, a guide to
the best wines at the LCBO, available
in bookstores or through www.billysbest
bottles.com. Sign up for his free wine
e-letter at www.billysbestbottles.com.

◗ PASQUA ’04
CORVINA
VERONESE
‘Korae,’ Veneto, Italy
◗ LCBO No.:
619312
◗ Price:
$12.75

Chef Training

The Largest Trainers of Chefs/cooks In Ontario!

Classes start every
5 weeks
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STAGE
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it’s the comBILLY’S
bination of
wine, mood
and situation
that makes
one work bet- BILLY MUNNELLY
ter than the
info@billysbestbottles.com
next. And I
also want to
make you aware Australia is home to an empty La Vieille
not the only wine country.
Ferme bottle. Way to go
One reader had difficulty
Tracy! Christine liked the
with the Likan Cabernet
Vila Regia “nicely accented
but “that might have had
with tobacco, felt like I’d
something to do with the
just eaten a Montecristo.”
paint fumes as we just finRB cracked Santa Carolina
ished doing the bathroom.”
chardonnay for “a game of
Most of your experiences
Risk - Lord Of The Rings.”
were more positive, except
Natalie found her “new
for Tracy’s husband, who
house red in Casal Thaulero
was disappointed to come
Merlot/Cabernet.” Many of
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he contest is over and
I’m delighted to say that
the voting was three times
heavier than last year. As
Adela said, “Last year we
just read, but it was way
more fun to participate.”
Thanks to all who entered
and please keep writing. It’s
great to know you enjoy
this column.
So which wines won?
Every wine I recommended
got votes. And why not? I
picked them! Some got a
few more votes than others,
but as I expected, there was
no clear winner. One of the
reasons I run this contest is
to prove there is no single
best. There are many, and
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The #1 complication of pregnancy
is depression. One in eight new moms
has postpartum depression.
Help us provide our patients with solutions
and new hopes when dealing with
postpartum depression.
If you are a healthy pregnant woman,
aged 18-45, you might be eligible to
participate in a postpartum PET brain
imaging study at the Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health.

244 Victoria St. • Toronto

416.872.1212
mirvish.com

(416) 535-8501
ext. 1750
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GROUPS OF 10
OR MORE CALL
416.593.4142
1.800.724.6420

Compensation provided.

